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The 2022 Budget included more promises made by the Minister of Finance for small 
businesses. These included supporting businesses in distress owing to the COVID-19 
pandemic with a new business bounce-back scheme and a Youth Challenge Fund.  
 
New business bounce back scheme 

This scheme (amounting to R20 billion) will be launched, using two mechanisms that will be 
introduced sequentially. Firstly, small business loan guarantees of R15 billion will be facilitated 
through participating banks and development finance institutions. This will allow access for 
qualifying non-bank small and medium loan providers. Government will partner with loan 
providers by underwriting the first 20% of losses for banks and other eligible small and medium 
loan providers. The eligibility criteria, including the requirement for collateral, has been 
loosened. This mechanism will be launched and operational from March 2022. 

Secondly, by April this year, a business equity-linked loan guarantee support mechanism will 
be introduced. The equity support mechanism of this scheme will be facilitated through 
development finance institutions. It will also be available to qualifying non-bank small and 
medium finance providers. The Minister promised that more details of the terms of the equity-
linked guarantee mechanism will be provided soon.  

 
Although this relief is welcomed, it is hoped that this programme’s uptake will be better than 
the previous R200bn loan guarantee scheme announced by the President in 2020, as part of 
the R500bn stimulus pack that was announced at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Furthermore, some commentators have already stated that the R20bn is not enough to 
resuscitate businesses that were severely impacted by COVID-19 but also to provide capital 
to start-ups to create new jobs. 
 
Micro-businesses and SBCs tax rate changes 
 
The tax rates for micro-businesses remained unchanged from 2020/21 (see Figure 1 below) 
but the tax rates for SBCs changed slightly for the 2020/21 (Figure 2). 

Youth Challenge Fund 
 



The Minister stated that over the medium term, the Department of Small Business 
Development (DSBD) would promote youth entrepreneurship by supporting at least 
15 000 youth-owned enterprises. It will also reintroduce the Youth Challenge Fund at an 
estimated cost of R91.3 million, harnessing creative solutions to address youth 
unemployment. More details on the Youth Challenge Fund are available on the DSBD’s 
website. 
 

Corporate tax rate – to be reduced 

The corporate income tax rate will be reduced from 28% to 27% for companies with years of 
assessment ending on or after 31 March 2023. This will be complemented by base-broadening 
measures to ensure that there is no negative impact on revenue.  

These base-broadening measures include restricting the use of assessed losses and 
additional interest limitation rules. The offsetting of the balance of assessed losses brought 
forward will be limited to 80% of taxable income. This means that companies with an assessed 
loss balance that matches or exceeds their current‐year taxable income will need to pay tax 
on 20% of their taxable income. The proposal does not increase companies’ tax liability but 
ensures tax payments from companies are smoothed over time. Ultimately this change will 
result in taxpayers being subject to tax on a minimum of 20% of their taxable income calculated 
for any year, irrespective of the quantum of any assessed loss brought forward. Smaller 
companies (not yet defined) that are more likely to struggle with cash flow will be exempt from 
the proposed changes. For more details and examples on these proposed changes refer to 
the Explanatory Memorandum on the Taxation Laws Amendment Bill, 2021.  

Before COVID-19 hit, small, medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs) in South Africa were 
already struggling as a result of weakened economic growth, load shedding, and crime; and 
are still desperately trying to recover from the exasperating knock caused by the pandemic. 
Many did not survive as is evident from the total number of liquidations recorded by Statistics 
South Africa, which show that liquidations increased by 49,0% (71 more cases) in March 2021 
compared to March 2020. 

Despite the many promises made in the last few Budget Speeches to reduce the regulatory 
burden for small businesses, this burden continues to hamper growth and the employment 
creation abilities of small businesses. This concerning fact was admitted by the President in 
his 2022 State of the Nation Address when he said, “There are too many regulations in this 
country that are unduly complicated, costly and difficult to comply with. This prevents 
companies from growing and creating jobs. We are therefore working to improve the business 
environment for companies of all sizes through a dedicated capacity in the Presidency to 
reduce red tape.” 

Further evidence of the struggle of these entities is that despite the tax relief offered (in the 
form of reduced tax rates and accelerated asset write-off periods) to Small Business 
Corporations (SBCs) as provided for in section 12E of the Income Tax Act, the number of 
SBCs is declining.  

According to the 2021 SARS Tax Statistics, there were 178 107 SBCs in 2017 but this dropped 
to 123 461 in 2020. This reduction could of course be due to the effect of COVID-19 but it 
could also be that taxpayers are either not aware of this incentive and thus not using it; 

http://www.dsbd.gov.za/programme/youth-challenge-fund
https://www.sars.gov.za/wp-content/uploads/Legal/ExplMemo/LPrep-EM-2021-01-Explanatory-Memoradum-to-2021-Taxation-Laws-Amendment-Bill-25-January-2022.pdf
https://www.sars.gov.za/about/sas-tax-and-customs-system/tax-statistics/


alternatively, the entry criteria are too stringent. Another concern is that 40.6% of SBCs are 
making losses – so they are actually not even benefitting from the reduced tax rate in terms 
of this incentive. 

Unfortunately, no information was provided in the 2021 SARS Statistics on the number of 
micro entities that qualified for the Turnover Tax. The Turnover Tax is a basic tax that was 
introduced for micro businesses with a turnover not exceeding R1 million per annum. The 
objective is to reduce the tax compliance and administrative burden by simplifying and 
reducing the number of returns that must be filed. This tax was introduced with effect from 1 
March 2009.  

Employment tax incentive 

An increase of 50% in the value of the employment tax incentive, effective from 1 March 2022, 
will be introduced to encourage businesses to employ young people. The incentive will 
increase from a maximum of R1 000 to a maximum of R1 500 per month in the first 12 months 
and from R500 to a maximum of R750 in the second 12 months of eligibility. Improved 
targeting of the incentive will be considered to support jobs for long‐term unemployed work 
seekers, alongside an expansion of the eligibility criteria for qualifying employees to improve 
the incentive for small businesses. 

In conclusion, South Africa needs economic growth to increase job creation and SMMEs 
remain fundamental in assisting with this. However, until the government accelerates the 
implementation of their many promises to SMMEs and provides an enabling environment with 
far less bureaucracy than is currently the case, this growth will not occur. Ensuring less red-
tape and providing adequate on-the-ground services is the minimum that SMMEs expect from 
government.  

 
Figure 1: Turnover tax rates for micro businesses 
 
Financial years ending on any date between 1 March 2022 and 28 February 2023 

Taxable turnover  Rate of tax  

R R 

1 – 335 000 0% of taxable turnover 

335 001 – 500 000 1% of taxable turnover above 335 000 

500 001 – 750 000 1 650 + 2% of taxable turnover above 500 
000  

750 001 and above 6 650 + 3% of taxable turnover above 750 
000 

 

Figure 2: Tax rates for SBCs 
  



  Years of assessment ending on any date between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2023 

Taxable income  Rate of tax 

R R 

0 – 91 250 0% of taxable income 

91 251 – 365 000 7% of taxable income above 91 250 

365 001 – 550 000 
19 163 + 21% of taxable income above 365 
000 

550 001 and above 58 013 + 28% of the amount above 550 000 

 

   

Years of assessment ending on or after 31 March 2023 

Taxable income  Rate of tax 

R R 

0 – 91 250 0% of taxable income 

91 251 – 365 000 7% of taxable income above 91 250 

365 001 – 550 000 
19 163 + 21% of taxable income above 365 
000 

550 001 and above 58 013 + 27% of the amount above 550 000 

 

 
 

ENDS 

About SAICA 

The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA), South Africa’s pre-eminent 
accountancy body, is widely recognised as one of the world’s leading accounting institutes. 
The Institute provides a wide range of support services to more than 50 000 members and 
associates who are chartered accountants (CAs[SA]), as well as associate general 
accountants (AGAs[SA]) and accounting technicians (ATs[SA]), who hold positions as CEOs, 
MDs, board directors, business owners, chief financial officers, auditors and leaders in every 
sphere of commerce and industry, and who play a significant role in the nation’s highly 
dynamic business sector and economic development. 

Chartered Accountants are highly valued for their versatile skill set and creative lateral 
thinking, that's why all of the top 100 Global Brands employ Chartered Accountants. 
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